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Sacred wells are recognized around the world, in nearly every culture and in every age. Long associated with feminine, divine power they are also seen as places of healing, magick,1 wisdom and sources to the Other World. Some believe that these wells were originally created to bring the moon and its powers to the earth, at least in its reflection. Water from these holy wells was believed to have the intrinsic value of fertility and life, and thereby love and sexuality. In many cultures, and for untold centuries, it has been believed that Holy wells are inhabited, or at least guarded, by nymphs and faeries. Holy wells are also contradictory. Traditions have held that they are life giving, they grant wishes, they heal, they foretell the future but also that they may take life, apply curses, and serve as residences for lost souls and supernatural mischief-makers.

Over the years, most holy wells have been renamed after Christian saints but
in many cases the ancient practices associated with them continue. Thousands of people still flock to Lourdes and other sacred sites for healing. Votive offerings are still left in secret at many out-of-the-way locations throughout Great Britain and Europe. Today some scholars are questioning the origin of these holy wells. Were they really venerated by our pagan ancestors? Are they purely the creation of the Christian era? Ronald Hutton noted in his work, The Pagan Religions of the Ancient British Isles, that “not a single structure, not even a basin or retaining wall, can be convincingly dated back to the early Middle Ages, let alone to pre-Christian times.
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Pocket Atlas of Human Anatomy: Based on the International Nomenclature (Thieme flexibook)Thieme Medical Publishers, 2000

	This edition incorporates the most recent update of the Nomina anatomica, giving the accepted anatomic terms in English and Latin. A reference source providing a systematic overview of anatomy through the use of international nomenclature and illustrations.
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CYA: Securing Exchange Server 2003 & Outlook Web AccessSyngress Publishing, 2004
Coverage includes: Exchange 2000 Administrative Rights, Mailbox Rights, Denial of Service and Exchange, Types of File Vulnerabilities, Vulnerability of Transmitted Data, Message Authenticity, Event Service and Event Sinks, Message Relay via SMTP, Preventing Exchange Security Problems, The W2K/IIS Platform Must Be Solid, Dedicate Servers to Specific...
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Canon EOS-1Ds Mark III Digital Field GuideJohn Wiley & Sons, 2009
Essential, no-fail photography techniques in a full-color, portable guide

Confidently create beautiful photographs with the powerful features on your Canon EOS 1Ds Mark III camera and this essential guide.  A workhorse camera for photojournalists and sports and wildlife photographers, the 1Ds Mark III yields spectacular results, once you...
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Cornea: Fundamentals of Clinical Ophthalmology Series (Fundamentals of Clinical Opthalmology)BMJ Books, 2001


	This book is part of a series of ophthalmic monographs, written for ophthalmologists in training and

	general ophthalmologists wishing to update their knowledge in specialised areas. The emphasis of

	each is to combine clinical experience with the current knowledge of the underlying disease processes.
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Automating System Administration with Perl: Tools to Make You More EfficientO'Reilly, 2009

	If you do systems administration work of any kind, you have to deal with the growing complexity of your environment and increasing demands on your time. Automating System Administration with Perl, Second Edition, not only offers you the right tools for your job, but also suggests the best way to approach specific problems and to securely...
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Workflow Management: Models, Methods, and Systems (Cooperative Information Systems)MIT Press, 2002
This book offers a comprehensive introduction to workflow management, the management of business processes with information technology. By defining, analyzing, and redesigning an organization's resources and operations, workflow management systems ensure that the right information reaches the right person or computer application at the right time....
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